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A Simulation and Architecture Study of TCP/IP 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

Many computer applications such as relational databases, Internet e-commerce and 

multimedia programs are requiring more resources from the network infrastructure. While 

increases in network speed and bandwidth have occurred there still exists a bottleneck 

between the main processor in the computer and the network. The architecture of most 

PCs or workstation class computers have a processor responsible for all processing, this 

includes the processing specific to the applications plus the processing required to deliver 

the data to the network. After the CPU finishes this network protocol processing, the data 

is transferred to the network interface card via a high-speed bus. The Network Interface 

Card (NIC) is then responsible for putting the data onto the network. What is wrong with 

the current implementation? Part of the problem lies in the protocols commonly used for 

networking today, TCP/IP. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the reliable 

connection-oriented stream transport protocol on which most application protocols are 

based. TCP provides data integrity using a checksum operation, flow control and 

congestion control. The Internet Protocol (IP) provides the network layer services 

including host addressing, routing, packet forwarding and packet segmentation and 

reassembly. When an application has data to transfer on the network, the socket layer is 

used to transfer data between the application level and kernel level. The data is copied by 

the socket layer from user space into kernel space so that the TCP/IP processing can begin. 

All TCP/IP processing is done in the kernel. After the TCP/IP processing has finished the 

data packet is handed to the NIC. 
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The processing required for these protocols could be offloaded to a processor more closely 

coupled with the network interface. The main CPU could continue processing its workload 

while a communications processor handles the protocol processing (i.e., TCP/IP 

processing). These questions have lead to the work presented in this thesis. I have setup 

an environment using the SimpleScalar simulator in which we can further study the process 

of sending and receiving data through the TCP/IP protocol stack. The results of the 

simulation study presented in this thesis have shown that the data copying and checksum 

operations are the largest contributors to the performance ofTCP/IP. 

Some background information on TCP/IP and current network interface solutions will be 

discussed in Chapter 2. The work done to investigate the TCP/IP processing issues will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. This includes the isolation of TCP/IP from the kernel, a simulation 

of this separate processing using the SimpleScalar simulator and the results from this 

simulation. Based on the results from this simulation study, ideas for future work are 

discussed in Chapter 4 and conclusions are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2: Background Research 

2.1 TCPIIP 

In order to understand why communication architectures are of interest, a full 

understanding of the network protocols is required. The protocol most used for 

internetworking today is TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). TCP/IP 

provides for transmission of varied length data packets across a diverse network topology. 

Transport layer services provided by TCP include flow control and error control. TCP is 

connection-oriented and is designed to provide reliable communication between pairs of 

processes. IP, the network layer service, provides a connectionless service between end 

systems. TCP was originally designed in the early 70's and was a quick solution to the 

internetworking needs of that time. Since its inception many shortcomings of TCP/IP have 

been noted and much work has been done to improve networking capabilities utilizing 

TCP/IP. The work in this thesis will look further into TCP/IP as it relates to a 

communication architecture and where we can find further improvements. 

These Internet communications protocols support a layering illustrated in Figure 1. IP is 

the lowest layer and operates on a hop by hop basis as the datagram is sent from the source 

to the destination via intermediate routers. The IP layer provides network services which 

include host addressing, routing, and fragmentation and reassembly, if necessary. The 

upper protocols all use the services of IP. The transport protocols, TCP and UDP, 

provide additional facilities to IP. UDP provides an unreliable datagram service. TCP 

services include reliable, unduplicated and flow-controlled transmission of data. This 



thesis will focus on TCP only. TCP provides these services by adding a port identifier to 

the IP address so that the local and remote sockets can be identified for all connection 

communications such as retransmissions. 

application application 

transport layer TCP/UDP 

network layer IP 

link layer network/ ethemet 

Figure 1. Internet Protocol Layers 
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The Internet protocols have separate levels of addressing. At the IP level, packets are 

addressed via a 32-bit IP address; each packet is given a source and destination IP address. 

The TCP level adds a 16-bit port number to designate the particular connection or socket. 

Each protocol maintains these mappings of port numbers to processes. This information is 

stored in structures referred to as Internet protocol control blocks (inpcb). A process will 

contain a pointer to a socket. A socket is created for each unique connection and provides 

a layer of abstraction between the user-level and the kernel-level protocols. The socket 

will then contain a pointer to the inpcb. The inpcb maintains the information shown in 

Figure 2. In addition to the inpcb, TCP creates a transport control block (tcpcb). The 

inpcb will contain a pointer to the tcpcb for a TCP/IP socket. The tcpcb structure 

will contain the information needed for the TCP layer such as TCP timer information, the 

TCP state of the socket, congestion control information and window scaling variables. 
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Figure 2. Internet Protocol Control Blocks: inpcb and tcpcb 

2.2TCP 

TCP is a bi-directional connection protocol with varying size data packets. TCP features 

include a three-way handshake connection initiation and termination, reliable, in-order, 

unduplicated delivery of data, flow control, processing for urgent data and congestion 

avoidance. The transfers are in a sequenced stream of data being transferred between two 

5 
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processes. The connection and termination events are also part of the sequence space and 

are acknowledged accordingly. The sequence numbers are 32-bit numbers from a circular 

space. An initial sequence number is chosen at initiation. There is randomness to this 

selection to prevent spoofing. Each TCP packet carries the sequence number of the first 

piece of data and an acknowledgment of all contiguous data received. Acknowledgments 

are indicated by sending the sequence number of the next data that is expected. 

Acknowledgments are cumulative. A packet may or may not contain data, but will always 

contain the sequence number of the next data expected. 

To provide flow control, TCP uses a sliding-window scheme. With each packet 

acknowledgment, a window is given. This window indicates how much data the receiver 

is prepared to accept, beginning with the sequence number given in the acknowledgment. 

The window is a 16-bit field but can be increased during connection establishment. The 

TCP header is shown in Figure 3. There are 6 bits in the TCP header used as flags. The 

urgent flag, URG, is used with the urgent offset if data needs to be sent immediately up to 

the application. The ACK flag is used to denote whether or not the acknowledgment field 

is valid. RST flag is used to indicate a connection-abort signal. SYN and FIN are used 

during connection establishment and termination. The PSH flag indicates that the 

receiver should pass this data to the application as soon as possible. The checksum 

provides data integrity. The TCP options field provides for specifying further TCP 

options, such as the use of timestamps or to set the maximum segment size that a host is 

willing to accept. 
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Figure 3. TCP Packet Header 

2.2.1 TCP connections 

The typical TCP connection is called a three-way handshake. One party sends a SYN to 

the other listening party. The listening party then sends a SYN back to the sender along 

with an ACK of the SYN received. The originator then sends an ACK back to the listener 

in order to acknowledge that the SYN was received. Once this three-way handshake has 

been completed, the connection is fully established and data can be transferred. After the 

connection is established, each peer includes an acknowledgment and window information 

with each packet. Each side sends data according to the window advertised by its peer. 

As the data is sent, the receiver's window becomes full. Once the consuming process has 

accepted the data, the receiver's window will grow and it can accept more data. The 

receiver also needs to send acknowledgments to the sender so that the data may be released 

from the sender's buffer. The data cannot be released until it has been acknowledged from 

the receiver. If the data is not received in a reasonable amount of time, the data is sent 

again. Duplicate data is discarded but acknowledged because the duplicate data could have 



been caused by loss of the acknowledgment. If data is received out of order, the receiver 

maintains the data until all segments are received and can be acknowledged. A 

connection termination is signaled with the FIN flag. 

2.2.2 TCP sequence variables 

Each TCP connections uses its tepeb to maintain a large set of state variables. This 

information includes connection state, timers, options and state flags, an out of order 

queue, and several sequence number variables. These variables are: snd_una: lowest 

send sequence number not yet acknowledged, snd_nxt: next data sequence to be sent, 

snd_wnd: number of data bytes peer will receive (starting with snd_una), snd_max: 

highest sequence number sent, rev _nxt: next receive sequence number expected, 
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rev _wnd: number of bytes past rev _nxt that maybe expected, and rev _adv: last byte 

of receive window advertised to peer. These variables are used in the output routine to 

decide whether data can be sent and in the input routine to determine whether the data 

received is valid and can be accepted. The data may be outside the window and therefore 

will be dropped. Based on the data received, the sender determines if acknowledgments 

have been lost and need to be retransmitted. 

We can now look at the details of TCP input and output processing since we have 

discussed the protocol control block, TCP connections and sequence space. TCP 

processing occurs in response to the following external events: 

1) A request to send data from a user application process 

2) Data has been received for a connection already established 
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3) The expiration of a timer. 

The routines responsible for this processing are: tcp_usrreq ( ) , tcp_input ( ) , and 

tcp_timers ( ) . The routines are responsible for handling the state of the connection 

and processing of the current event. The output routine, tcp_output ( ) , is also called if 

output is necessary. It may be the case when tcp_usrreq () is called that there is not 

enough data to be sent and therefore tcp_output () is not called. 

2.2.3 TCP timers 

In order to provide reliability, TCP must maintain data after it has been sent until it is 

acknowledged. If it is not acknowledged, it may need to be retransmitted. In order to 

determine such events as retransmission, a set of timers are stored in the protocol control 

block. A routine, tcp_slowtimo (),is used to decrement the timers once they have 

been set. When the timer expires, the routine tcp_timers () is called to handle the 

event that caused the timeout. 

The two timers used for output processing are the retransmit timer and the persist timer. 

The retransmit timer is started whenever data is sent, unless it has already been started by a 

previous send. When all data has been acknowledged, the timer is stopped. If the timer 

expires, that means data has not been acknowledged and the oldest unacknowledged data 

are resent. The timer is then restarted with a larger value. This allows the sender a little 

more time to acknowledge the data. The persist timer protects against the loss of a window 

update which would allow more data to be sent. When the receiver cannot send data 
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because the send window is too small and there is no outstanding data, the persist timer is 

set. Once the persist timer expires, the largest allowable packet is sent, this may be a 

window probe if the window size is zero. Once this packet is received, the host will know 

to resend an acknowledgement for previous data with a still-closed window. The host is 

informing the receiver that it still cannot receive anymore data or send new window 

information. There is also a keep-alive timer used during connection establishment to limit 

the amount of time for a connection to be established. It also monitors idle connections 

and if it expires, the connection is timed out. The final timer is the 2MSL timer. The "two 

times the maximum segment lifetime" timer is used when a connection is completed. This 

timer ensures that the connection is closed in a given amount of time. 

The retransmit timer value is determined using an estimation of the round-trip time. This 

value can not be too large because then peers will be waiting too long to retransmit packets 

that have become lost, etc. The value cannot be too small for fear that too many 

unnecessary retransmissions will occur. The solution to the problem is for the sender to 

estimate the round-trip time for the connection path by measuring the time required to 

receive acknowledgments for individual segments. Using a smoothed moving average, the 

system can respond more quickly to changes in the network. 

Some TCP implementations also have a keepalive timer. This timer is used to set a 

maximum lifetime on idle connections. If a connection does not receive any packets in a 

given amount of time, this amount of time must be configurable, the keepalive timer will 

expire and the connection will be shutdown. 



2.2.4 TCP input processing 

TCP input processing occurs whenever a host receives data and the lower (IP) level has 

determined the packet's transport protocol is TCP. The first steps for all packets include: 

1. Locate the TCP header in the received IP datagram (mbuf). Ensure the header is the 

necessary length and if necessary make it contiguous. 
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2. Compute the packet length based on information in the header and perform the data 

checksum on the header and data. Drop the packet if the computed checksum does not 

match the received checksum. 

3. Check the TCP header length. If it is larger than a minimal header, make sure it is 

contiguous. 

4. Locate the corresponding protocol control block for this connection and port number. 

If no pcb can be found, a reset is sent and packet is dropped. 

5. Check the state for a listening connection. If listen state, then perform prescribed 

actions for passive connection establishment. 

6. Process TCP options if necessary 

7. Timer updates: clear idle timer, and set keepalive timer. 

Now that the normal checks have been made, the input processing can deal with the data. 

The processing now checks to see if the data received lies within the receive window. A 

segment can be accepted if at least some of the data resides in the receive window. Data 

may be trimmed if the received data lies outside the window. Input processing now tries 

to determine if the packet falls into the two common cases of next expected data segment 

for an existing connection or an acknowledgment plus a window update for one or more 



data segments with no additional flags or state indications. The input routine, 

tcp_input ( ) , checks for these first common case with an algorithm called 

header_prediction. If the packet matched a connection in the ESTABLISHED state, if it 

contains the ACK flag but no other flags, if the sequence number is the next value 

expected, if the window field is the same as the previous segment, and the connection is 

not in retransmission state then the incoming packet is data following a previous data 

packet (header prediction) or it is a pure acknowledgment (the packet contains no data). 
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In the case of a pure acknowledgment, the acknowledged data are dropped from the socket 

buffer, and the sequence variables are updated. The packet is discarded once the header 

values are checked. The retransmit timer is canceled if all outstanding data has been 

acknowledged. Finally, the socket layer is notified in order to wakeup any processes that 

might be waiting to do output because there is now more room in the send buffer. 

Otherwise, if the packet contained data and met the tests for next expected data, and there 

is no out-of-order data on this connection, and if the socket receive buffer has space for the 

incoming data, then the packet is a pure in-sequence data segment. The sequencing 

variables are updated, the headers are removed and the data is placed on the socket receive 

buffer. The socket layer is notified that data has been received and can be processed. The 

control block is also tagged with a flag indicating that acknowledgment is needed for the 

just received data. There is no additional processing for a pure data segment. 

The former processing is quite straightforward but there are many cases that need to be 

checked if the packet does not fit these two cases. The processing proceeds as follows: 

1. If timestamps are being used, the timestamp is processed and packets dropped if the 

timestamp has decreased. 



2. Check the sequence number to see if the packet begins before rcv_nxt (next expected 

receive data). Trim data that falls before window, if no data remains send a current 

acknowledgment and drop the packet. 
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3. If the packet still contains data, check to see if process has closed socket. Send a reset 

if socket is closed and drop connection. 

4. Trim data that falls after the advertised window. The packet may be a window probe if 

the window was closed and the sequence number is rev _nxt. 

5. If timestamps are being used, record the timestamp to be used in the next packet 

acknowledgment. 

6. If reset, RST is set, close the connection and drop the packet. 

7. If ACK is not set, drop the packet. 

8. 8.Now check if new data has been acknowledged along with state flags. Round trip 

time samples are computed. If all outstanding data have been acknowledged, cancel 

retransmit timer. Drop the data from the send buffer which is being acknowledged. 

9. Check the window field to see if an update has been requested. Record the new 

window. 

10. Process Urgent data if the flag is sent. 

11. Process the data. If the data begins with rev _nxt, then it can be placed onto the socket 

receive buffer. A flag is set for a delayed acknowledgement. Otherwise the data is 

assumed out of order and placed in a queue until the intervening data arrive. 

12. The final step checks for a FIN flag. The state of the connection may need to be 

advanced and the socket is marked so that it cannot receive anymore data. If the send 

side has already closed, the socket is now considered closed and marked disconnected. 
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2.2.5 TCP output processing 

The TCP send processing may occur in order to send a window update, to send an 

acknowledgment or to send data. TCP utilizes many algorithms to prevent network 

congestion by the sending of many small packets. TCP strives to maximize throughput and 

minimize network traffic. The most obvious reason for tcp_output () to be called is 

due to a request by the user to send data. The user process initially calls the socket layer, 

which will wait till there is enough space in the socket send buffer. Once enough space is 

available, the data is copied into a chain of mbufs, memory buffers, and passed to the 

protocol level (TCP). The routine called by the socket layer is tcp_usrreq (),which 

places the data into the socket send buffer, this is done through pointers to the mbufs, then 

calls tcp_ou tpu t ( ) . The output routine allocates a mbuf to hold the TCP/IP header 

and copies the contents of the header template into that mbuf. Depending on whether the 

data will fit into the mbuf, tcp_output () will call m_copydata or m_copy to 

append the data onto the mbuf header. The sequence number for the packet is set from 

snd_nxt, and the acknowledgment number is set from rev _nxt. The flags are set in 

the appropriate header fields and the advertised window is computed from the amount of 

space in the receive buffer. If requested, the URG flag is set. Once the header is filled, 

checksum is done on the header and data and added into the header. The packet is then 

sent to the IP output routine. The retransmission timer is started if it is not already running 

and the necessary sequence variables are updated. 

Some algorithms that the output routine uses to maximize throughput and minimize 

network traffic include: silly window syndrome avoidance, delayed acknowledgments and 
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window updates, retransmission state, slow start and congestion avoidance with slow start. 

Silly window syndrome is the name given to a condition where a system sends several 

small packets rather than waiting for a reasonable-sized window to become available. The 

name comes from the fact that small window numbers may be used when the receiver 

cannot accept large amounts of data. To avoid the sending and receiving of silly-small 

windows of data, an output operation is to be delayed until at least a full packet of data is 

ready to be sent but the window does not allow the data to be sent. The persist timer is set 

with the hope of receiving a window update before the timer expires. When the timer 

expires, the small amount of data ready is sent anticipating the acknowledgment will have 

a more favorable window update. 

TCP uses delayed acknowledgments with the hope that an ACK can be piggybacked with a 

data packet. This will reduce the number of packets sent. The retransmit state is used to 

provide the reliability guaranteed by TCP. The retransmit timer is first set to the next 

multiple of the round-trip time. This reduces the amount of packets retransmitted on a 

poor network connection. The slow start algorithm is used by TCP to bring the amount of 

data being sent to a steady state. Since many connections share a network between a 

source and a destination some of the links may be slower then other links. At a steady 

state, new packets are injected into the network only when previous packets are 

acknowledged and the number of packets in the network remains constant. The algorithm 

is called slow start because it is necessary to start the transmission slowly when traversing 

a slow network. The initial window is set to one and each time the acknowledgment is 

received the window is doubled until the window is fully open. This algorithm uses 

another window, called the congestion window. The congestion window is initialized to 
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one, and is maintained according to an estimate of the amount of data that the network is 

able to buffer. The send policy then takes into account both the send and congestion 

windows when determining how much data to send. If a connection times out, indicating 

a heavily loaded network, the congestion window is initialized to one and slow start begins 

again. This may also help the network recover from its congested condition. To prevent 

the congestion window from growing too large every time and having to continually go 

back to slow start, another state variable is used, t_ssthresh (slow-start threshold). This is 

an estimate of the usable window for the connection. This threshold is adjusted when a 

packet is dropped, decreasing the threshold. Slow start is started again but the window 

only opens up until it reaches this threshold. The expansion of the window after this 

threshold is met can continue but at a slower rate. This slow increase allows the 

connection to discover when it is safe to open the window fully. 

One more flow control mechanism is fast retransmission. When a receiver detects a small 

number of duplicate acknowledgments, it is assumed a segment has been lost and the 

tcp_input () routine simulates a retransmission timeout by resending one segment of 

the oldest data in the send queue. A new threshold is computed due to the congestion 

indication of a lost packet but slow start is not needed because the acknowledgments did 

not stop. So the data is retransmitted but a slow start is not initiated. 
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2.3IP 

The transport layer (TCP) requires network layer services that are provided by the IP layer. 

This network layer is responsible for host addressing, routing, packet forwarding and 

segmentation and reassembly. The IP layer, unlike the TCP layer, may operate without 

the socket layer. For example, when a host receives a packet, that packet is to be 

forwarded only. The IP layer looks at the header and forwards the packet back out the 

network interface. The functions of IP are illustrated in the IP header shown in Figure 4. 

0 78 15 16 31 

ID fragment flags and offset 

ime to live I protocol header checksum 

source address 

destination address 

options 

Figure 4. IP Packet Header 

The IP layer determines the source and destination addresses. A header checksum is also 

computed by the IP layer. The fragmentation flags are "don't fragment" and "more 

fragments". A field for IP options is included in the header. Options include timestamps, 

record-route and source-route. 
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2.3.1 IP output processing 

The IP output routine ip_output () is called by tcp_output (). The IP output 

routine receives a mbuf with the TCP header and data, options, a reference to a previous 

route, and multicast options from the TCP layer. The IP output routine inserts options and 

fills in any remaining header fields such as IP version, header length and a new packet 

identification. The route is determined by deciding which outgoing interface will be used 

and the next-hop destination. If the destination is a broadcast address or multicast address 

the necessary actions are performed. Then the packet size is compared to the MTU, 

maximum transmission unit. The MTU is the largest packet size that the network interface 

can handle. If the packet size is less than the MTU, the interface output routine is called. 

If the packet size is larger than the MTU, then the packet must be fragmented and then sent 

to the interface output routine. 

2.3.2 IP input processing 

A packet is received by a host through the network interface. A discussion on network 

interfaces is presented in the next chapter. The NIC places the packet onto an input queue 

and interrupts the processor so that the IP input routine can begin processing the data. The 

incoming packets are removed from the network interfaces queue and ip_input () is 

called. The input routine first checks the length of the packet to ensure that it is at least as 

long as an IP header. The IP header checksum is performed next. The packet is dropped if 

the checksums do not match. Next, it is verified that the packet is as long as the header 

indicates and dropped if this is not so. The IP options are processed. The routine then 
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checks to see if this packet is to be forwarded or if this is the destination. The packet will 

be forwarded if necessary or else the processing continues. The packet is then checked for 

fragments. If the packet is a fragment, it will be kept until all the fragments have been 

received. This is denoted by the flag "more fragments". After all this processing, then the 

input routine passes the packet to the transport layer, tcp_inpu t ( ) . 

2.4 Sockets 

The socket layer provides a uniform interface to the networking and communication 

protocols. The socket layer allows for protocol-independent requests to map to protocol

specific implementations. The socket system calls include socket, bind, listen, 

accept, receive, send, close, etc. These system calls setup the necessary 

structures in order to pass the data to the protocol layers. For a send, the socket then 

passes data to the TCP layer, which adds the necessary information and then passes the 

data onto the IP layer. The IP layer then interfaces with the NIC. 

The socket system call creates the initial socket to be used by a communication channel. 

This routine associates the appropriate protocol table with the socket. This is done by 

looking up the requested protocol with a protocol switch table. This table will contain all 

the information need for that protocol including hooks to the routines for input and output. 

The user can then associate an address with the socket by calling bind. Then the socket 

can be placed in a state to accept connections by calling listen. To complete a 

communication connection, either an accept is issued to implicitly accept a connection 

or a connect is received by a peer to establish a connection. This will then cause the 
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three-way handshake to occur and the connection will be established and ready to send and 

receive data. 

Data is sent when the user issues a system call to write data. The sosend ( ) routine is 

called and the first copy of the data is made from user space to kernel space mbufs. Mbufs 

are memory buffers used by the kernel for network processing. Once the data has been 

copied the protocol output routine is called, in this case tcp_ussreq, then 

tcp_output. It is up to the transport layer to decide how much data to send and when to 

send the data. The socket layer just transfers the data between application layer and the 

network layers. Once the data has been received by ip_input () and tcp_input (),it 

will be sitting in the socket's receive buffer until a read is issued by the application. The 

data is then copied out by sorecei ve ( ) into user space and is made available to the 

application. The data flow through the socket layer to the network interface is shown in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Data Flow of a TCPIIP Connection 

2.5 Traditional Network Interface Cards 

Current network interface technologies include Ethernet, FDDI, and ATM. The most 

common PC network interface cards use a medium access technology referred to as 

Ethernet. Ethernet cards have a maximum throughput of 1 OMbps and Fast Ethernet runs at 

1 OOMbps. Ethernet is based on a carrier sense multiple access with collision detection 

strategy (CSMA/CD). CSMA/CD works by sending data when it is sensed that there is no 
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traffic on the network. Collisions can occur with other packets; therefore, a collision 

detection scheme is implemented. With ATM, a virtual circuit is created between the 

source and destination. 53 byte cells are then transmitted on that virtual circuit with no 

possibility of collisions. Another LAN architecture is FDDI, Fiber Distributed Data 

Interface. The physical medium for FDDI is optical fiber with a maximum throughput of 

lOOMbit/s. The topology for a FDDI network consists of dual-attached hosts with a 

counter rotating token-ring. The dual rings allow for backup in case of a failure in one 

ring. Conflicts are avoided by the passing of a token. A token gives permission to send. 

The data flow for data beginning at the application through to the NIC is shown in Figure 

6. The data will end up crossing the memory bus four times, excluding the first write by 

the application. After the application writes the data into the user memory space, the 

socket layer copies the data into the kernel address space. This will be a memory to 

memory copy. The TCP layer then performs a full read on the data when calculating the 

checksum. After the checksum of the data, the network interface will transfer the data to 

the NIC's FIFO queue. Depending on the NIC, this transfer may be either programmed 

I/0 or a DMA transfer. In the case of small messages, PIO is preferred due to the overhead 

associated with setting up DMA transfers. With larger messages, the overhead of DMA 

does not have as significant an impact. Many NICs use DMA to transfer data to and from 

the NIC. 
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Figure 6. Data Flow for a Traditional NIC 

Earlier performance improvements for TCP/IP have concentrated on such things as better 

lookup techniques and header prediction [8]. These would be considered non-data 

touching operations. There are several cases where a piece of information has to be looked 

up; e.g., an incoming connection looks up the list of pcbs to find the right connection. Two 

ways to reduce the costs of lookups include the use of caches of frequently used 

information and utilizing lookup algorithms with very good average running times. 

Although these non-data touching solutions have given performance improvements to 

TCP/IP most work is now focused on the data touching operations. This includes the 

computing of checksums and the data copying that is required by TCP/IP. 



In work done by Kay and Pasquale [1], the significance of non-data touching operations 

with respect to small messages was studied. Although they found that even non-data 

touching operations such as operating system overheads, mbuf operations, protocol

specific work and error checking contributed to the overall performance of TCP/IP, it 

would be hard to make significant reductions due to the variety of the categories. Their 

work also concentrated on small messages typically found in LAN configurations. 
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The data is touched about 3 times when being passed through a standard TCP/IP stack. 

The data is first copied into the kernel space, a checksum on the data is computed and then 

the data is copied to the network interface controller. This is shown in Figure 6. Data 

copying and checksum functions are very expensive parts of the TCP/IP processing. 

Steenkiste's [2] work focused on improving the data touching parts of the protocol 

processing of TCP/IP. A modified protocol stack, which performs only a single copy of 

the TCP/IP data, was implemented. This single-copy implementation uses external mbufs 

to pass data through the stack. A DMA engine is used to transfer data directly between the 

application's address space and the network device. This outboard DMA buffer stores the 

data in case of retransmissions. This outboard buffering is also where the hardware 

checksumming takes place. One restriction with this single-copy solution is that the data 

must be word aligned. The results of this solution show that for large packets the single

copy implementation was more efficient. The CPU was 90% utilized with the standard 

stack whereas the CPU was 20% utilized with the modified stack. The message size at 

which the improvement was greatest was for messages greater than 16 Kbytes. Another 

problem with this solution involves the support of a modified TCP/IP protocol stack. 
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While Steenkiste calls his solution single-copy, it is indeed zero-copy in the same manner 

as that of the zero-copy TCP/IP solution used in the Trapeze project [5]. The Trapeze 

messaging system features a messaging library along with a firmware program for the 

Myrinet network interface card. In addition to this specialized hardware and software, a 

zero-copy TCP/IP was implemented using external mbufs and a technique of page 

remapping between the user process and the kernel space. This page remapping will 

preserve the copy semantics of the Unix environment. Again, this zero-copy solution 

assumes the data to be page-aligned. At the socket layer the read and write have been 

modified so that the routines map kernel buffer pages directly into the process address 

space for a read and the send code maps each whole page from the user buffer into the 

kernel address space. The page is then referenced with an external mbuf and is marked as 

copy-on-write. The copy-on-write is necessary to preserve the data in case it becomes 

modified by the user. The trapeze solution also involves a few other optimizations such as 

checksum offloading, adaptive message pipelining, and separation of header and payload 

to allow for the zero-copy TCP/IP. The separation of header and payload allows the 

payload to be page aligned. The measured results have shown TCP/IP bandwidths of 956 

Mb/s using Trapeze with Myrinet NIC [19]. 

Myrinet is a high-performance, packet-switching network technology that is being used to 

connect clusters of computers. Myrinet provides all the necessary hardware to build these 

networks including cables, switches and network interface cards. The clustering of 

computers through a Myrinet network provides high-availability and high performance. 

Myrinet can provide full-duplex, 1.28 Gigabit/second links. Myrinet also provides host 



software that allows for low-latency communication by bypassing the OS. This open

source software along with the Myrinet hardware was used in the Trapeze project. 
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In another zero-copy implementation by Chu [4], the kernel remaps buffers to the user 

space giving the appearance of a data copy. This remapping is done by editing the MMU 

table in combination with a copy-on-write technique in order to preserve the copy 

semantics. A DMA engine is used to transfer the data from the network interface to the 

kernel buffers. One issue with this technique is that the buffers must be pages aligned. 

Little change is required to the networking code. Most of the changes are with the VM 

system. There is also a concern about the expense of VM operations and the expense of 

the COW operations. Performance results were best for zero-copy without COW versus 

the zero-copy with the COW. 

Another emerging architecture designed at reducing the processing gap between 

applications and operating systems on one end and high-speed networks on the other end is 

the Virtual Interface Architecture. The VI Architecture specification was authored by 

industry leaders Compaq, Intel, and Microsoft. The VI Architecture specification defmes 

a way to bypass the layers of the protocol stack to reduce the data copies. In traditional 

models, all data and control passes through the OS kernel and protocol stack. With VI 

Architecture, the kernel still handles the setup and control but the data is transferred from 

the application to the network interface. The VI Provider Library defines a software layer 

that interfaces with the VI NIC. Then all VI aware applications are able to communicate 

directly with the NIC. This means that VIA does not use TCP/IP and therefore is not 

appropriate for today' s LAN environment. In VI Architecture tests [ 17], the prototype 
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achieved approximately a 2x reduction in message latency compared to the UDP/IP stack. 

The VI Architecture has also been emulated using the intelligent NICs from Myrinet. 
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Chapter 3. A Communication Architecture and Simulation Study 

In order to simulate the protocol processing ofTCP/IP, it was necessary to isolate the code 

needed by TCP/IP from the kernel. This was accomplished by utilizing the freely available 

source code of FreeBSD v3 .1. FreeBSD v3 .1 is based on BSD 4.4 Lite 2 from the 

University of California, Berkley. BSD has been in constant development for over 15 

years and many of the same technologies present in FreeBSD have also been the basis for 

some commercial operating systems. The software can be freely downloaded from the 

Internet (ftp://ftp.freebsd.org/pub/FreeBSD). The following discussion highlights the 

necessary information in this code needed to understand how TCP/IP works and how it can 

be simulated using the SimpleScalar simulator. 

The first task in isolating TCP/IP was to highlight all the source files and header files 

needed to issue a send and receive for TCP/IP. A list of these files can be found in 

Appendix A. In addition to these files, a few kernel header files were needed due to 

TCP/IP's dependencies on a few kernel structures. These header files include: mbuf. h, 

file. h, filedesc. h, and proc. h. 

3.1 Isolating the TCPIIP code 

The structures that are pertinent to isolating TCP/IP to simulate the protocol processing 

include: 

a. mbuf - the structure used for passing data between layers and applications 
b. file/filedesc/proc - needed to be modified due to lack of kernel support 



c. socket/sockbuf/sockaddr_in/sockaddr- socket layer structures for a uniform 
interface to the protocols 

d. domain/protosw- structures to hold Internet protocol information such as 
function pointers 

e. ifnet, ifaddr, ifqueue, in_ifaddr- interface structures 
f. ip, ipq, ipovly- IP header, IP queue structures 
g. inpcb - Internet protocol control block structure 
h. tcpcb - TCP protocol control block structure 
i. tcphdr/tcpiphdr - structures for the TCP header, and a combined TCP/IP 

header 
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The mbuf is the primary structure used for memory management. The mbuf is responsible 

for holding user data and passing this data from the user process through the protocol stack 

and to the network interface. Mbufs must handle buffers of varying size by prepending 

and appending data. The mbuf is utilized throughout the protocol stack to minimize the 

amount of data copied. The definition for the mbuf structures are contained in mbuf.h and 

the macro's and other mbuf routines are found in uipc_mbuf.c 

There are four different kinds of mbufs; the type of mbuf used is dependent on the two 

flags M_PKTHDR and M_EXT in the m_flags member of the mbuf structure. Figure 7 

shows the difference between the various mbufs. The first mbuf is used for data only; 

there is room for 108 bytes of data with a 20-byte header. The second mbuf shown is used 

for a packet header and would have the flag M_PKTHDR only. This type of mbuf would 

be used for the first packet of data and would contain header information in addition to 100 

bytes of data. The third type of mbuf is used for data sizes greater than 100 bytes. An 

external cluster of size 2048 bytes is allocated and the m_data pointer points somewhere 

inside this cluster. The final type of mbuf is used to hold packet header information and the 

external cluster of 2048 bytes of data. The size of the mbuf structure is always 128 bytes. 

The m_next pointer links the mbufs together to form a mbuf chain. This is used when the 



data will not fit completely into one mbuf cluster. The m_nextpkt can be used to form a 

queue of mbuf chains; this is not used in TCP. 

mbuf{} mbuf{} mbuf{} mbuf{} 

0-108 0-100 208-2048 208-2048 

r-- r- ,....- r--
MT_xxx MT_xxx MT_xxx MT_xxx 

u M_PHUK M_bXT lVI. <l\.lt1UK 

MT EXT .. ...,.. 
108 byte 
buffer: .. f- r--
m_dat 

100 byte 
buffer: 

2048 2048 

m_pktdat 

... ... ..... 

2048 byte 2048 byte 
cluster cluster 
(external (external 
buffer) buffer) 

Figure 7. Four Different Types of mbufs. 

m_next 
m_nextpkt 
m_len 
m_data 
m_type 
m_flags 
m_pkthdr.len 
m_pckhdr.rcvif 
m_ext.ext_buf 
m_ext.ext_free 
m_ext.ext_size 

The mbufs are kernel structures required by TCP/IP. In order to simulate the TCP/IP 

processing it was necessary to build an environment outside of the kernel in which the 

TCP/IP code would execute. In addition to the TCP/IP code, the sockets API code was 

needed. The socket layer is used to provide a uniform interface to the networking 

protocols. The simulator environment does not simulate any kernel/system space code. 

The socket system calls that need to be simulated and studied include sock.et, bind, 
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listen, accept, sendmsg and recvmsg. The socket API utilizes many kernel structures 
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such as the process structure, proc{}. This structure is a reference point to the socket being 

used for communication. Since this simulation is taking place outside the kernel, 

modifications were made in order to utilize some kernel specific structures such as proc, 

file, filedesc and mbuf. A pseudo proc{} structure was created for the simulation so that 

the socket can be created and referenced through this simulation specific proc{}. The 

relationship between the proc{} structure and socket{} structure is shown in Figure 8. All 

of the structures were brought out into user space by modifying the appropriate header files 

and creating the necessary simulated structures through malloc. Only those structure 

members that are necessary for the simulation were made available in the header 

definitions. A list of header files can be found in Appendix A. 

proc{} filedesc{} *file{}[] file{} 

p_fd 
! 

fd_ofiles 
fo / f_ops 

t_data 1-

socket{} 

..... 

so_type 
so_proto 

Figure 8. Process and Socket Structure Relationship 

After these pseudo kernel structures have been created, certain socket system calls must be 

simulated before a send and receive can be simulated. The relationship between the 



various socket system calls is shown in Figure 9. The items listed in bold type are the 

socket system calls that were ported for the simulations. 

write 
writev 
send to 
sendmsg 

select read 
readv 
readfrom 
rcvmsg 

Figure 9. Socket System Calls 

3.2 Isolating the Socket System Calls: socket, bind, listen, and accept 
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The socket layer is responsible for bridging the gap between the user code and kernel code. 

The first socket system call to be simulated was socket. The socket system call is 

needed to create the necessary socket structures that will be required by sendmsg and 

recvmsg. The socket system call normally executes the socket routine found in 

uipc_socket.c, which is part of the kernel code. In order to simulate these system calls, all 

the files were brought into a local directory and are executed from this local directory, 

therefore, the actual kernel code was never executed. 
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The socket routine creates a new file{} structure used to point to the new socket. This was 

previously done with falloc but since falloc is a routine accessed only by the kernel 

it was replaced with malloc. Besides allocating memory for the new file structure, 

falloc also assigns the next file descriptor. Since the falloc was replaced with 

malloc, a new file descriptor allocation was added. Socreate in uipc_socket.c is then 

called from socket in uipc_syscalls.c. The socreate routine actually creates the 

unique new socket structure, the return value from socket is the socket descriptor. Very 

few modifications were made to socreate. Mter the socket layer has created the 

necessary socket structures, the protocol layer is called to create the structures needed by 

the protocol layer. The inpcb (internet control block), and tcb (transport control block) 

are created by the protocol layer and attached to the new socket. The socket is then marked 

as CLOSED, as it is not yet ready to accept connections. Few modifications were needed 

for the protocol processing of the socket system call. 

After the socket has been created, the bind system call is executed in order to bind a port 

and address to the new socket. After the socket layer verifies the socket structures, the 

protocol layer will take the given port and the address information and assign them to the 

designated socket by writing this information into the socket's inpcb and tcb. Very little 

modifications were made to the bind system call. 

The purpose of the 1 is ten system call is to change the state of the socket to LISTEN. 

This prepares the socket to accept connections. After verifying the socket, the transport 

layer will first bind an address, if that has not already been done, and then it changes the 



state of the socket to LISTEN. The socket is now ready to accept connections. No 

modifications were made to the listen system call. 
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Now that the socket is ready and listening for connections, the three-way handshake that 

TCP requires for the establishment of a valid connection must be simulated. This was 

done by calling sonewconn ( ) and soisconnected ( ) . These two routines get executed 

at the socket layer for the server when a client requests a connection. By executing this 

two routines, accept ( ) will find a connection request on the queue waiting to be 

accepted. This three way handshake was simulated by calling the routines sonewconn ( ) 

and soisconnected ( ) directly from the same routine that calls socket, bind, and 

listen. 

After the three-way handshake has been simulated, the accept system call can be 

executed. accept usually waits for incoming connections. Since an incoming 

connection has been simulated with sonewconn ( ) and soisconnected ( ) , accept will 

remove the waiting connection from the queue. accept returns a new descriptor that 

references a new socket connected to a client. The original socket remains unconnected 

and ready to receive additional connections. The portion of the code where accept goes 

to sleep waiting for a connection was excluded because we assumed a connection will be 

on the queue due to the calling of sonewconn ( ) and soisconnected ( ) . After the 

socket processing, accept calls the protocol layer. The TCP layer will take the address 

parameter given to accept and sets that peer address in the inpcb for that socket. 

accept can be used to accept a connection from a given host or to accept any connection 

on the queue. 
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After the connection has been established through the series of socket system calls, we are 

now ready to send and receive data through our simulated connection. There are many 

different system calls that can send and receive data. Figure 10 shows the various 

relationships for the send calls and Figure 11 shows the relationships for the receive system 

calls. 

Figure 10. Socket Output System Calls 



Figure 11. Socket Input System Calls 

The routines listed in bold are the routines that were ported and simulated for the sending 

and receiving of data. sendmsg() and recvmsg() are the most general cases for a read 

and write. 
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Common modifications made throughout the code include commenting out all the software 

interrupt processing. This includes all the calls to splx () and splnet ( ) . Since the 

simulator is executing this code in isolation, we assumed there will be no need to set 

interrupt levels as we will not be interrupted by any other code. The code that was viewed 

as not critical in the data path was excluded by using #ifdef and #endif. An additional 

header file was also created. This header file included any definitions normally found in 

other kernel header files that the simulation environment would not be able to access. 
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3.3 Isolating the send and receive system calls: sendmsg and recvmsg 

In order to study the results of a send and receive in the TCP/IP processing, the critical 

path of the data when traversing the protocol stack was isolated. For a send, which takes 

data and packages it to be sent out onto the network, the following routines were ported for 

the simulation: sendmsg, sendi t, sosend, tcp_usrreq, tcp_output, and 

ip_output. For these first set of simulations the network interface was not simulated. A 

msghdr structure is created by the user program, which will contain the data in an iovec 

structure. This msghdr is the parameter passed to sendmsg ( ) , see Figure 12 for the 

msghdr and iovec structures. (). The first two routines, sendmsg and sendi t, are 

responsible for copying the data, control and address information from user space into 

kernel space. These copies were modified for our simulation to be a memcpy instead of a 

copyin. The routine used to copy the information is uiomove, which actually copies the 

data into a mbuf. The data will remain in this mbuf for the majority of its processing. 

sosend checks to make sure there is enough space in the socket's send buffer and then 

calls the appropriate protocol layer. 
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Figure 12. msghdr and iovec Structures 

At the protocol level, tcp_usrreq () is responsible for copying the data into the send 

buffer and calling tcp_output (). This is done through pointers so no data is actually 

copied. Some of the code not executed in tcp_output () includes the processing of any 

flags since we assumed there are no flags to process. It is also assumed that there will be 

enough data to send therefore the code for silly window syndrome avoidance is not 

included. Any code related to window updates was also not included. The routine, 

tcp_ou tpu t ( ) , will create the mbuf header, add the appropriate header information into 

header mbufs and add a pointer to the data mbufs. The TCP layer also performs a 

checksum on the data and header information. 

ip_output () is then called to add its header information and checksum processing before 

passing the mbuf to the network interface level. The code related to processing IP options 

was not executed in the simulations since we assumed there are no options to process. The 

code used to determine the routes for the packet was also excluded since we currently have 

no support for looking up routing tables. We also assumed that the packet will be small 
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enough for this network interface; therefore, no support was provided for the segmentation 

of data packets for ip_output (). 

For a receive, which takes data off of the network and passes it up to the application, the 

following routines were ported for the simulation: ip_input, tcp_input, soreceive, 

recvi t and recvmsg. The processing for a receive is very similar to a send but in 

reverse. The original mbuf of data gets created at the network interface level with a call to 

a mbufroutine called m_getdev. The interface routine then passes this mbufup to the IP 

routine, ip_input( ). 

For these simulations, the mbuf that was produced for output by ip_ou tpu t is passed 

back to ip_input to begin the receive processing. Before the received packet is 

processed, the simulator's cache is flushed. This will invalidate the data in the cache 

causing main memory to be updated if necessary. This was necessary because when a 

packet is received by a host, the data is most likely not in the cache. The input data path 

includes a header only checksum at the IP level. We assumed that the host is not 

performing IP forwarding and that all packets received are for this host. Again, since we 

assumed the packet length is small enough for the network interface, no reassembly is 

necessary and thus this portion of the code was excluded. The packet is then passed onto 

the TCP routine, tcp_input ( ) . 

The tcp_input () routine will perform a checksum on the header and data. After a 

correct checksum has been computed, the data is placed on the socket's receive buffer. 

This should only include pointers to the original mbuf so no data is copied. The code to 
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process TCP options is excluded as we assumed there are no options to process. We also 

assumed the socket is in an active state, thus the code, to complete a three-way handshake 

if an ACK is received, was excluded. The simulation does not process any of the flags 

since we are expecting to receive a pure data segment. The path through tcp_input () 

will therefore follow the header prediction code. This code assumes the received packet is 

the next expected data segment to be received. The data can then be put on the socket's 

receive buffer. We also assumed the packets have been received in order; therefore, the 

code for TCP to reassemble the packets in order does not have to be executed. 

The socket receive function normally waits until data is placed on the receive buffer before 

any processing is completed. For the simulations, it is assumed that the data has been 

placed in the socket's receive buffer before recvmsg () is called. So when recvmsg () is 

called, the data in the form of a mbuf can be taken off the receive buffer. This is done in 

sorecei ve by copying the data from the mbuf into the msghdr and iovec structures in 

user space. The data is then available to the application. 

The original scope of the simulation was to gather information from the sending and 

receiving of data through the TCP/IP protocol stack. By narrowing the focus, some parts 

of TCP/IP had to be excluded in order to simulate the sending and receiving of data. These 

parts include window updates, timers, acknowledgement processing and some other 

features that have already been noted. In order to simulate a receive, the mbuf that 

ip_output created to send to the network interface was then passed to ip_input. This 

will allow the simulation to receive the data that was sent. 
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3.4 SimpleScalar Simulator 

Once the kernel code was modified to highlight the critical path of the data, simulations 

were run to gather the information needed to analyze socket/TCP/IP processing. By using 

a simulator, the developer has more flexibility not to mention a faster development cycle. 

New ideas can be tested with a simulator much quicker then having to actually develop and 

test new designs in hardware. 

There are many processor simulators available today. However, the SimpleScalar Toolset 

[ 15] was utilized for this simulation environment because it runs on a variety of platforms, 

it is freely available and we had some familiarity with this simulator environment. 

SimpleScalar is a simulator that can be used to reproduce the behavior of a given 

microarchitecture. The ISA for SimpleScalar is based on DLX. The pipeline for the 

simulator is shown in Figure 13. The SimpleScalar Toolset provides a functional, 

execution driven simulator. An execution simulator runs the actual program versus a trace 

simulator that executes a trace and has no functional component. The source code for 

SimpleScalar is actively supported by the developers and the user community, and new 

releases are made regularly. For this simulation study, we used a Pentium class PC 

running Linux v4.2 and SimpleScalar v3. 
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Figure 13. SimpleScalar Pipeline 

The SimpleScalar Toolset provides all the necessary tools needed to run and analyze any 

set of an application's source codes. The GNU compilers have been ported to 

SimpleScalar: gee, gas and gld. Fortran can also be compiled with a f2c utility for 

SimpleScalar. The entire source is included in the distribution so that changes can be made 

if necessary. The suite of simulators provided is sim-fast, sim-safe, sim-profile, sim-cache 

and sim-outorder. These are listed in order of fastest performance to greatest detail. We 

are most interested in sim-outorder which provides out-of-order issue, configurable branch 

prediction, a choice of ALUs, and a highly configurable cache layout. Comparing the 

performance of the various simulators; the simfast simulator runs about 4+ MIPS whereas 

the sim-outorder runs about 200+ KIPS. What you gain in detail, you lose in performance. 
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Some of the other configurable options for the SimpleScalar simulator include the size of 

instruction fetch queue, instruction issue width, decode width, cache hierarchy and branch 

prediction models. The number and type of functional units can also be configured, 

including integer ALU, integer multiplier/divider, floating-point ALU and floating-point 

multiplier/divider. SimpleScalar allows for the following branch prediction modes: always 

taken, always not-taken, perfect predictor, a BTB with 2-bit counters, or a 2-level adaptive 

predictor. The cache is highly configurable: these include separate blocking instruction 

and data caches and unified caches; level-1 and level-2 caches; associativity; and LRU, 

FIFO and random replacement schemes. The default configuration for the simulation study 

will be discussed in the following chapter along with results from the simulations. 

A detailed picture of the load and store functionality of the SimpleScalar pipeline is shown 

in Figure 14. The parameters relevant to the load and store processing include: memports, 

issue width and load/store queue size. The memports parameter indicates how many 

load/store functional units can access the L1 data cache per cycle. These accesses may be 

bound by the issue width, if we do not have enough instructions being issued per cycle then 

our load/store functional units may sit idle. The load/store queue size is the number of 

load/store instructions that are decoded and awaiting execution. Another issue with this 

pipeline is the fact that a conservative data dependence resolution is used, if any stores are 

waiting in the queue with unresolved addresses, later loads that are ready to issue can't be 

sent to the caches. 
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Figure 14. Load/Store Pipeline for the SimpleScalar Simulator 

3.5 Simulation Results 

The first set of simulations focused on the number of cycles required for a send and a 

receive. These cycle times for both a send and a receive can then be divided into the 

number of cycles for the socket layer, the TCP layer and the IP layer. These initial 

simulations were run varying the MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) and message size. 

The MTU of the interface is closely related to the MSS (Maximum Segment Size) for TCP. 

In fact, the MTU is 40 bytes larger than the MSS to allow the addition of the interface 
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header. We wanted to see how much of the time was spent at each level of the protocol 

processing and how the data size and MTU size would effect the number of cycles. Table 

1 lists the architectural configuration of the SimpleScalar simulator for the simulation 

study. 

Instruction Fetch Queue Size: 4 
Issue width: 4 
Decode width: 4 
Commit width: 4 
Branch prediction: Bimodal table size: 2048 entries 

BTB: 512 sets, 4-level associativity 
Cache configuration: L1 Instruction Cache size 16Kbyte fully associative 

LRU replacement, 1 cycle hit latency 
L1 Data Cache size: 16Kbyte, 4-way set-assoc. 

LRU replacement, 1 cycle hit latency 
L2 Unified Cache: 256Kbyte, 4-way set -assoc. 

LRU replacement, 6 cycle hit latency 
TLB configuration Instruction TLB: 4-way set-assoc., 16 sets of 4 K pages 

LRU replacement, 30 cycle miss latency 
Data TLB: 4-way set-assoc., 32 sets of 4k pages 

LRU replacement, 30 cycles miss latency 
Functional units 4 Integer ALUs, 1 cycle latency 

1 Integer Multiplier/Divider, 3 cycle latency for multiply 
20 cycle latency for divide 

4 Floating-point ALUs, 2 cycle latency 
1 Floating-point Multiplier/Divider, 4 cycle latency for 

multiply, 12 cycle latency for divide, 24 cycle 
latency for sqrt 

2 L 1 data cache memory ports 

Table 1. Configuration Parameters for the SimpleScalar Simulator 

Results were obtained by compiling the modified kernel C source code with the simulator 

compiler. Once the programs have compiled successfully, the program can now be run 

within the simulator environment. The message size was varied from 1000 bytes to 64000 

bytes. We are mainly interested in the behavior of large data packets. Each series of 
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message sizes was run for a series of MTU sizes. The MTU sizes were 1500 bytes, 4096 

bytes and 8192 bytes. A MTU of 1500 is the standard size used for Ethernet. Ethernet is 

the most common link layer technology used for desktops and LAN networks. Due to the 

collisions in Ethernet networks, the packet size is small in order to limit the number of 

collisions. Since we are interested in large data sizes, we then increased the MTU sizes 

from 1500 to 4096 bytes and then 8192 bytes. These are multiples of the mbuf size. The 

results of the simulations are displayed and discussed below. 
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Figure 15. Execution Time for a Send and Receive 
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The results shown in Figure 15 compare the total execution time in cycles vs. message size 

for the three MTU sizes. This simulation reported the total number of cycles needed to 

send and receive a message, and assumed the size of the message sent was the same size as 

the message received. The results are based on the number of cycles executed by the CPU 

beginning with the socket calls sendmsg and recvmsg. These results do not include the 

number of cycles needed for setting up the socket for communication (i.e., socket, 

bind, accept, and listen). 

The results show that the total number of cycles for a message size of 1000 bytes does not 

change based on the MTU size (the total number of cycles was 21497 for all three MTU 

sizes). This is because a message of 1000 bytes is small enough to fit into one packet 

regardless of the MTU size. Thus, for small data sizes, the MTU size does not make a 

difference in the amount of time needed to send and receive a packet. For 2000 byte 

messages, we begin to see the send and receive take more time for an MTU of 1500 (29862 

cycles); however, for 4096 and 8192 the cycle times do not change until we reach a 

message size greater than 4000 bytes. Up until messages greater than 4000 bytes, the 

messages (both 2000 byte and 4000 byte messages) will fit in one packet for MTU of 4096 

and 8192. As we increase the message sizes beyond 4000 bytes, we see the cycle times 

begin to increase for the smaller MTU sizes. For an MTU of 8192, we see a definite 

benefit as the size of the message increases. For a 64000-byte message, an MTU of 8192 

only took 368277 cycles compared to 411126 cycles for MTU size of 4096 and 549657 

cycles for MTU size of 1500. 
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Next, the cycle times executed by each layer were calculated. This was done by running 

each simulation and stopping the simulation where one layer called the next layer. For 

example, the socket layer can be defined as all processing up until the socket layer calls the 

TCP layer, this is done in sosend ( ) . In sosend ( ) , there is a call to the TCP protocol 

layer, tcp_output (),which will start the TCP processing. In tcp_output () there 

is a call to ip_output () where TCP processing ends and IP processing begins. Once 

ip_output () is called, we begin calculating cycles for IP processing. For the 

simulation, we have ip_output () call ip_input (),which is where the send now 

becomes a receive. There is a call within ip_input () to tcp_input (). This will be 

the mark where we again calculate TCP processing cycles. When tcp_input ()ends, it 

places the data in the receive buffer. At this point, recvmsg () can receive the data. The 

socket layer cycles for receiving data are calculated for all the processing required for a 

recvmsg () system call. The send and receive numbers for socket, TCP and IP 

processing were then combined. 

The results are shown in Figure 16. For all message sizes, we can see that the amount of 

processing is dominated by the TCP and socket layer. The amount of IP processing is very 

small compared to the processing of TCP and the socket layer. The MTU size does not 

appear to make a difference in the amount of processing for each layer. For each message 

size, the amount of processing by each layer appears to be proportional. The number of 

cycles increases as the message size increases, but it does not appear that the proportion of 

socket/TCP/IP processing is affected. The relative percentages are approximately 54% of 

cycles are spent doing socket layer processing, about 42% of the cycles are spent on TCP 

processing and the remaining 4% is spent on IP processing. 
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Figure 16. Socket/I'CPIIP Cycle Times 

The next set of simulation runs were set up to give further details into the processing of 

each layer and what exactly was contributing to the amount of time spent on each layer. 

The socket layer was divided into two categories: socket operations and socket data copy. 

The TCP output layer was originally divided into the following categories for sending a 

message: sbappend, TCP variable operations, mbuf operations, initialize template, 

checksum and sbdrop & error processing. The TCP input processing was originally 

divided into the following categories: header extract & update stats, checksum and protocol 

operations & sbappend. These categories were then summed up into TCP operations and 

TCP checksum for both send and receive. For the IP layer, the categories consisted of IP 

operations and IP checksum; however, due to the relatively small numbers for both these 
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categories, IP processing for operations and checksumming were combined into one 

category for IP. The number of cycles for the send and receive were kept separate for these 

simulation runs. 

MTU 4096 
Message Size 32000 bytes 

II Socket/rev data copy 

• Socket/send data copy 

DTCP/rcv cksum 

D TCP/send cksum 

• TCP/rcv ops 

EJ TCP/send ops 

• Socket/rev ops 

D Socket/send ops 

•IP/rcv cksum & ops 

•IP/send cksum & ops 

Figure 17. Breakdown of Cycle Times for a Send and Receive 

The graph in Figure 17 shows the results from these detailed simulations. The two largest 

cycle times are attributed to the data copies for the send and the receive. This large number 

of cycles for the data copy is due to the memory to memory copy of the data. This is 

clearly an area that will have to be reduced if the performance of TCP/IP is to be improved. 

The next largest cycle times are the TCP checksum for both the send and receive. The 

reason this is a large portion of the processing time is because the entire data packet and 
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header are read once, the entire message must pass over the memory bus, plus the 

computation of that checksum. The rest of the categories are other operations that are 

necessary for the critical path of the data for a send and receive. Again, it can be noted that 

the IP processing takes a relatively small amount of the total processing cycle times. These 

detailed cycle times were very similar across all message sizes and MTU sizes. Since we 

are interested in large data sizes, we choose to display results for the largest message size, 

32000 bytes, with an MTU of 4096. 
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The graph shown in Figure 18 was created to compare the relative amounts of the data 

copying, the checksum and other operations. The plot for the data copy cycle times 

include the socket send and socket receive data copying. The plot for the checksum cycle 

times include the TCP send and receive data and header checksums plus the IP send and 

receive header checksums. The plot listed as other operations includes anything else that 

did not fit into the previous two categories. The data for the graph was for varying 

message sizes and a MTU size of 4096 bytes. 

From this graph, it is clear that the data copying is the most expensive operation performed 

during the sending and receiving of data. If we can reduce or eliminate this memory to 

memory copy, the processing cycle times for TCP/IP can be significantly reduced. The 

next important area is the checksumming. While the checksumming only represents half 

as many cycles as the data copying, it would still be very beneficial to eliminate or reduce 

this amount of processing. The reason the graph in Figure 18 is not linear is due to the 

non-linear message sizes. It is also interesting to note that the amount of processing for the 

operations does not increase much for the small message sizes, it stays relatively constant. 

In fact, for small message sizes, the amount of processing for the other operations is as 

great as the amount of processing for the data copying and checksumming; therefore, the 

greatest benefit will be for large message sizes. 

The performance of a given architecture can be measured by looking at the IPC 

(instructions per cycle) and the cache miss rates. Therefore additional data was gathered to 

measure IPC and miss rates for the given simulation environment. The results from the 

simulator report that 50% of the instructions are load and store operations. All load and 
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store instructions are put in the load/store queue where they will then access the L1 data 

cache. The miss rates for the L1 data cache were calculated by dividing the number of 

cache misses by the total number of cache accesses. The miss rate for the L1 data cache is 

shown in Figure 19. The miss rate is increasing as the message sizes increase due to 

capacity misses. The cache cannot contain all the data needed for the send or receive, 

therefore, more and more blocks must be discarded. 
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Figure 19. Miss rate for Ll Data Cache, Default Configuration 

IPC was calculated by dividing the number of instructions by the number of cycles 

completed for the simulation. This was done for each MTU and message size and shown 

in Figure 20. The highest attained IPC for the default configuration was 1.185 with a MTU 

of 8192 and message size of 64000 bytes. The IPC curves for all MTUs reach their 
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maximum levels around 64000 bytes, further increases in message size would not see any 

gain in the IPC. The IPC becomes saturated due in part to the increase in data cache 

misses, as the message size increases, the cache will be forced to replace more data causing 

more cache misses and reducing the IPC. 

As stated earlier, 50% of the instructions are load and store operations therefore the 

load/store architecture of the simulator was isolated for further study. Figure 14 shows the 

load/store architecture of the SimpleScalar simulator. To try and increase the throughput 

of the send/receive and find the bottlenecks the following parameters were modified: 

number of memports, size of the load/store queue, cache sizes, Register Update Unit 

(RUU) size, and the issue width. Table 2 lists all the simulation configurations. 

The first modification was the addition of 2 more memory ports and increasing the 

load/store queue from 8 to 16. The memory ports are the equivalent of load/store 

functional units. There was very little measurable improvements with these modifications. 

If such a large number of operations are load and store, then why did we not see a greater 

improvement by increasing the number of memory ports? To answer that question, it was 

necessary to look at the number of L1 data cache accesses per cycle (bandwidth) for both 

configurations and the occupancy rates for the Instruction Fetch Queue (IFQ), RUU and 

LSQ. The L1 data cache bandwidth did not increase significantly, it was 0.56284 for the 

default configuration to 0.58549 for the modified configuration. The LSQ was full 39% of 

the time with the default configuration and was never full with the modified configuration. 

So by increasing the number of memory ports to the data cache and increasing the 

load/store queue, we have not found the bottleneck. 
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Cache Load/Store Memory Issue, Decode, RUU 
Size Queue Ports and Commit Size 

Width 
Default L1 Data: 16K 
Configuration L1 Instr.: 16K 8 2 4 16 

L2: 256K 

1. Increase L1 Data: 16K 
16 4 4 16 memport and L1 Instr: 16K 

LSQ L2: 256K 

2. Increase IFQ, L1 Data: 16K 
16 4 8 16 issue, L1 Instr: 16K 

decode,committ L2: 256K 

3. Increase L1 Data: 32K 
16 4 8 16 Cache Size L1 Instr: 32K 

L2: 1M 

4.1ncrease RUU L1 Data: 32K 
16 4 8 32 L1 Instr: 32K 

L2: 1M 

S.Increase RUU L1 Data: 32K 
32 4 8 64 andLSQ Ll Instr.: 32K 

L2: 1M 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters 

One potential bottleneck appeared to be the issue width, which determines how many 

instructions can be issued to the functional units per cycle, including the load/store units. 

The RUU was full only 26% of the time and the IFQ was full 63% of the time with the 

default configuration. The issue width was increase to 8 instructions and to balance out the 

pipeline and fill the RUU and LSQ, the decode and commit width were increased also. 

When the issue width was increased from 4 to 8 along with the increased memports and 

load/store queue, the maximum IPC was 1.31, which was an increase of approximately 

10%. The L1 data cache accesses per cycle increase to .623895, approximately 10% from 

the original measurement. The RUU was now full 66% of the time meaning there were 
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more instructions available to be issued. Next, the cache sizes were increased to help 

improve the performance by decreasing the number of cache misses. The Ll data cache 

and instruction cache were increased to 32K and the L2 cache was increased to 1M. A 

maximum increase in IPC of 22% was measured with the larger caches. The Ll data 

accesses have also increased approximately 21% and there was a reduction in the number 

of cache misses. Since we have increased the issue widths, there could be a bottleneck 

now with the size of the RUU. The RUU was full 73% of the time with the last 

modifications. The SimpleScalar architecture utilizes an RUU, register update unit, to 

serve as centralized reservation stations for the functional units. The RUU holds 

instructions waiting for their operands and issues the instructions to the respective 

functional units once the operands are available. The RUU was increased from 16 to 32 

entries. The maximum IPC was now measured to be 1.59, an increase of 35% over the 

default configuration. The RUU was now full only 33% of the time. More instruction were 

getting into the LSQ as the LSQ was full 29% of the time with the increased RUU. It was 

never full with the previous modifications. The RUU was further increased to 64 and the 

LSQ increased to 32. The maximum IPC improved 52% over the initial IPC. More 

instructions are being placed in the RUU and LSQ therefore more instruction are being 

issued, which increased the IPC. The graph in Figure 20 compares the IPC curves for each 

message size for the default simulation and the previously mentioned final simulation with 

modifications. Table 3 presents the results from all the modifications made to each set of 

simulations. 
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IFQ occupl RUU occupl LSQ occupl Dl % 
IFQ% full RUU% full LSQ% full accesses 

Default 
Config 2.8 I 63% 

10 I 26% 5.7 I 39% 0.56284 

1. Increase 
memport 2.8 I 62% 

11 I 56% 610% 0.58549 4% 

andLSQ 

2. Increase 
IFQ, issue, 

5.3 I 58% 
11.9 I 66% 6.110% 0.62389 10% 

decode, 
commit 
3. Increase 
Cache Size 5.9 I 67% 

12.7173% 6.5 I 0% 0.68 21% 

4.1ncrease 
RUU 5.6 I 62% 

20.7 I 33% 10.2 I 29% 0.75 33% 

5.1ncrease 
RUU and 5.3 I 54% 

36 I 33% 17.8 I 16% 0.85 51% 

LSQ 

Table 3. Results for Architectural Changes to Simulation Environment 
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Chapter 4. Future work 

From the results of the simulations, we can clearly see that the data copying and the 

checksum operations are contributing a large amount of overhead to the TCP/IP 

processing. In order to improve the TCP/IP processing, it will be necessary to reduce the 

cost of the checksumming and data copying. Some researchers have proposed eliminating 

the checksum but then there could be a lose in the integrity of the data. Another option for 

reducing the cost of the checksum operation is to perform the checksum in hardware. The 

current checksum is computed in a software routine that calculates the checksum using 16-

bit 1 's compliment addition. A protocol processor designed to improve the processing 

costs of TCP/IP and incorporate some of these optimizations such as a hardware checksum 

is shown in Figure 21. This design concentrates on the network interface level. 

Front end 

Outboard 
+- RxDMA ~ Buffer 

Checksum 
PCI .... HostDMA 

~ : Bus checksum MAC ... PHY 

Inter- Inter-

···········-········· .... 
-+ TxDMA ___.,.. 

face face 
! 

Protocol ~························"" 

I 
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Figure 21. A Protocol Processor NIC Design 
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The proposed NIC design would interface with a standard PCI bus. The design would rely 

on DMA engines for a high-speed transfer to and from the host. There would be transmit 

and receive DMAs on the host side and the network side. The outboard buffer pictured in 

the figure would allow for retransmits. This buffer would require a large, fast RAM. The 

protocol processor would be a microprocessor that would allow us to offload some of the 

processing of TCP/IP that does not need to interrupt the host such as retransmissions. 

Retransmissions are determined by acknowledgments or lack of acknowledgments found 

during the TCP layer processing. If a retransmission is necessary, the TCP layer can issue 

the retransmission without interrupting the application or socket layer. The protocol 

processor would also be responsible for controlling the DMA engines. We would also 

place the checksumming responsibility within the protocol processor. This would be a 

hardware checksum, which has been shown to improve performance greatly [8]. The 

protocol processor would also be responsible for interrupting the processor when 

necessary. For example, under a light load the host would be interrupted for every packet 

and under a heavy load the host would be interrupted after several packets have been 

received issuing a single interrupt. The front-end configuration would depend on the type 

of network. 

Future work will be to extend the simulation environment to include a network interface 

design. A NIC design similar to Figure 21 could be incorporated into this simulation 

environment. The current simulation environment stops at the IP layer and does not 

simulate a network interface. There is a clear point at which the IP layer should pass the 

data off to the network interface. Thus, once a network interface has been designed, the 

simulation environment will be extended to include the NIC design. 
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Other areas of the simulation environment to extend include the flow control and 

congestion control aspects ofTCP. The current simulation study only looks at the critical 

data path of the send and receive. These simulations assume a perfect send and receive 

environment, i.e., the packets were assumed to be received in order and window updates 

and options or flags were not processed. Moreover, the code for TCP timers was also not 

implemented and no IP segmentation/assembly were performed in these simulations. The 

code for all of these TCP/IP functionalities is there but was not implemented in the first 

round of the TCP/IP simulation study. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

There have been major advances in network technologies such as Myrinet, but there still 

remains a bottleneck with moving that data from the application to the network interface 

card. The network protocol used today for transferring data between applications and the 

network is TCP/IP. The simulation study presented in this paper provides insight into the 

processing overhead of TCP/IP. This thesis presents how a simulated TCP/IP environment 

was built using the SimpleScalar Toolset with a Pentium class PC running Linux. We can 

conclude from these simulations that the data copying and checksum functions are the two 

major operations contributing to the performance of TCP/IP. The results of these 

simulations show that the data copying of the socket layer costs twice as much as the data 

and header checksumming of the TCP layer in terms of the number of cycles executed by 

the processor. A look at the architecture needed to support the data copying nature of 

TCP/IP was also presented with suggestions for modifications that improve the 

send/receive processing. 

There have been many proposed solutions to both of these issues. Regarding the 

checksumming, everything from elimination of the checksum to a hardware checksum 

have been suggested [8]. In order to maintain TCP's reliability the hardware checksum is 

the best approach. In regards to the data copying issue, some form of a zero-copy protocol 

should be implemented such that the data passes the memory bus as few times as possible. 

A protocol processor that can control DMA engines that perform this zero-copy protocol 

and also perform some of the protocol processing of TCP/IP was presented in this paper. 

By offloading some of this protocol processing we would free up the main processor for 
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more application processing. Future work includes extending the simulation environment 

used in this study to include a network interface/protocol processor. The results from the 

simulation study show that there is room for improvement with respect to TCP/IP 

processing and given us a direction as to which area the work should be focused. 
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Appendix 



Appendix: Files used for simulation 

FreeBSD header files used for simulation 

domain.h radix.h 
file.h raw_cb.h 
filedesc.h route.h 
if.h select.h 
if_var.h socket.h 
in.h socketvar.h 
in_cksum.h tcp.h 
in_pcb.h tcp_fsm.h 
in_var.h tcp_seq.h 
ip.h tcp_timer.h 
ip_var.h tcp_var.h 
kemel.h tcpip.h 
linker_set.h ucred.h 
mbuf.h uio.h 
proc.h un.h 
queue.h 

FreeBSD C source code files used for simulation 

in_cksum.c 
in_pcb.c 
in_proto.c 
ip_input.c 
ip_output.c 
kem_subr.c 
sys_socket.c 
tcp_input.c 
tcp_output.c 
tcp_subr.c 
tcp_usrreq.c 
uipc_domain.c 
uipc_mbuf.c 
uipc_proto.c 
uipc_socket.c 
uipc_socket2.c 
uipc_syscalls.c 
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